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Presentation Notes
1. If the concept of a linear combination remains fuzzy to you, you will not be able to understand any multivariate techniques, multiple regression, contrast analyses in ANOVA etc. etc.  You want to make sure to get it down now.
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Presentation Notes
Softening one’s acceptable standards of reliability does nothing but defeat the entire purpose of doing research.  If you use poor measures, you will have poor data, poor analysis and unjustifiable conclusions.  Also just because a measure is used a lot doesn’t mean it’s good or even applicable to your population of interest.This is primarily seen in time-series, but can be used to detect non-randomness in data (e.g. the influence of contextual factors)
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Presentation Notes
Methods for dealing with missing data employ maximum likelihood techniques such as the EM algorithm to estimate missing data.  You’ll have to fork up the change for the Missing Values package if you want to do it in SPSS.  All SEM packages have a means to estimate missing data.  Things not to do: mean replacement (attenuates correlation), pairwise deletion (if doing MR in matrix fashion using the covariance or correlation matrix), listwise deletion for more than say 3% of the data.If this seems obvious to you then good.  Just know that you are in the minority.
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Presentation Notes
1. This is primarily seen in time-series, but can be used to detect non-randomness in data (e.g. the influence of contextual factors)
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Presentation Notes
*This is from the employee data in the SPSS folder of any install.
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Presentation Notes
1. If adjusted R2 shows a difference at the decimal place you are reporting, then it should be reported in lieu of R2
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Presentation Notes
*You can’t create something out of nothing.  For some reason I’ve found many that have tried that were surprised to learn that nothing came of a regression technique even though their simple correlations showed clearly there wasn’t anything to begin with.
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